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SK Kim  
  
Hello, everyone. Welcome back to another episode of ESG Now Podcast, your go-to source for all 
things environmental, social and governance. I'm SK Kim, coming to you all the way from MSCI's office 
in Seoul, South Korea.  
  
It's a big day for me as I host the podcast for the very first time, but I promise not to panic, as long as 
you don't either. We have a great group of analysts across the MSCI ESG Research team, but my heart 
and my laptop really belong to the Asia-Pacific region. So, I'm going to work to bring new stories from 
my awesome colleagues in Beijing, Shanghai, Hong Kong, Tokyo, Singapore, Seoul and Sydney, just to 
name a few.  
  
On today's show, we'll be talking about greenhouse gas emissions in China. We'll be looking at China's 
climate targets and ambitions, and the relationship between fossil fuels and renewables in the 
country's energy sector. For investors, it's a relationship that brings both risks and opportunities. We'll 
also ask whether China's emissions might just hit their peak sooner than anticipated, a development 
that would shake up the global climate action scene. Let's begin.  
  
You might think that trying to cover China's climate ambitions and its energy sector in one episode is a 
bold strategy, which it is. So, I'm going to tackle this in three parts. First up, we'll take a brief look at 
China's emissions to-date, which, spoiler alert, have been falling. We'll look at some of the reasons 
why and ask how long-lasting these factors will be. Then, we'll look at China's climate ambitions, 
where the country wants its emissions to map out into the future. It's a trajectory that will rest heavily 
on clean energy. And last, we'll take on the elephant in the room: China's coal-fired power plants. 
They're critical to the economy and a key challenge to the country's decarbonization target.  
  
Let's start this off by taking stock of where China is currently, how its emissions have shaped out in 
the past few years. To help me with that, I've got Cody Dong coming out of MSCI's Shanghai office, 
and for Cody, emissions are tied fundamentally to energy demand and China's economic growth.  
  
Cody Dong  
  
The structure of China's economy is transitioning from more manufacturing to more service. On top of 
that, energy usage efficiency is increasing. These two factors will really contribute to China's climate 
efforts. However, China has not peaked its energy demand yet. As the economy rebounds, there will 
be sizable incremental energy demand.  
  
More and more of this is being met by renewable energy. If you look at the latest number, renewable 
energy accounted for nearly 18% of total energy consumption in China, but renewable energy 
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accounted for over 30% of incremental energy consumption in the country. I think these two ratios are 
both expected to further increase.  

SK Kim  
  
Okay, so economic growth drives higher energy demand, and typically, that has meant higher 
emissions too. But how the rising demand is met, well, that can change. An economy rebound doesn't 
necessarily mean that emissions are going to scale up at the same rate. If China can better decouple 
economic growth from emissions, the future will look a little different.  
  
And in some areas, China has really been at the forefront of decarbonization. In the space of just 10 
years, electric vehicles went from just 1% of newly-sold vehicles to 30%, and that change is really 
striking. But a more widespread decoupling of emissions from growth would require a more 
systematic shift, and particularly one in clean, or low-carbon energy.  
  
Cody's argument is that China has been incrementally growing its share of renewable energy in its 
overall power mix, not just hitting 18% of the total power consumption, but also making up nearly a 
third of incremental consumption, which is where I move into the second part of this episode, China's 
emission ambitions and what that actually means for renewable energy companies and investors too.  
  
To lift the lid a little more on renewable energy, I turn to Siyao He out of MSCI’s Beijing office. And yes, 
it turns out that renewable energy consumption is interesting, but the real change has been in the 
growth in new installed capacity. And for companies and their investors, this has also seen some 
players really jumping at new opportunities coming from this change.  

Siyao He  
  
We saw actually, last year, that for the first time in history, China's renewable energy installed capacity 
has overtook non-renewable capacity. There is definitely vast growth in terms of renewable energy 
supply, and correspondingly, we also saw Chinese companies showed this quick growth on low-
carbon technologies and low-carbon solutions. So, in the past 10 years, the total number of low-
carbon patents has increased over 15 times. Some of the highlighted areas, including renewable and 
clean energy, PV applications, wind turbines, and also electric vehicles in transportation, and batteries 
in the field of energy efficiency.  

SK Kim  
  
So, even though fossil fuel might still be driving a majority of energy consumption in China today, 
renewables are taking off more and more of new installed capacity, and there is policy support for 
these changes. China’s government has targeted to have 20% of total energy consumption from non-
fossil fuel sources by 2025, and to nudge that up to 25% by 2030. But for that shift to happen, there 
will need to be bottom-up changes in what kind of energy companies produce and use, and the types 
of products and services they offer.  

Siyao He  
  
The targets need to be backed up with technology, and there are normally two dimensions we can 
check when you talk about technology development. One is the speed, meaning how fast companies 
are developing patents and technologies. The total number of patents has increased in the last 10 
years. So has the patent quality score. Sorry, I'm using this technical term. The quality score showed 
that Chinese companies have also increased over 15 times in the last 10 years.  
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SK Kim  
  
But it's not only that there are more patents, but we've also seen a shift in the patents themselves, 
something that we assess using one of our in-house metrics, the patent quality score. This score uses 
a combination of factors, like market reach and the number of forward citations, so how often it is 
referenced by later patents.  
  
The patent quality score is a proxy for the patent’s influence, value and potential for licensing. And as 
Siyao notes, over the last decade, the average patent quality score for Chinese companies has 
increased by more than 15 times. But of course, having IP or the potential for clean energy solutions 
doesn’t necessarily translate into commercial opportunities. So next, Siyao told me about scalability, 
or how well these technologies are coming to market.  

Siyao He  
  
Basically, Chinese companies have around 5% of average revenue derived from the positive 
environmental impact projects, including alternative energy, green buildings, waste management, and 
that number is around 0.8% higher than the global peers. Solar can be a really good example here for 
the scale. So, over the last decade, China's policy support, strategic focus and growing demand, all 
these drove the development of solar PV, and the cost has decreased more than 80%. And China's 
share in all manufacturing stages of solar panels also exceeded 80%.  

SK Kim  
  
So, Siyao is seeing some evidence that Chinese companies are capitalizing on clean tech 
opportunities. 5% revenue on average from positive environmental contributions is solid, sure. It may 
be slightly higher, but not drastically different from global peers. And given policy support from China's 
government and these signs that Chinese companies are developing patents and bringing more 
solutions to market, you might be thinking that clean energy is on the up and up with nothing standing 
in the way.  
  
But there are headwinds too. See, China's policy support initially attracted many local players to the 
market. The renewable energy industry saturated quickly. And with high levels of competition and 
overcapacity, we then saw margins getting squeezed, and to make smaller margins work, companies 
look to scale up and to do it faster than their competitors. And some of the more successful 
companies were those with integrated production processes. These enabled the necessary scaling up 
while maintaining cost competitiveness and efficiency. So, for those outside China, the rapid rise of its 
presence in renewable energy, particularly solar, might look like a simple story, but it did not happen 
without intense competition in its local market.  
  
And then, in terms of how renewable energy has rolled out locally in China, well, that hasn't been 
smooth sailing either. In particular, the reliability of energy supplied from renewable sources is still a 
little tricky. Overall, energy sources like hydro, solar and wind can be less stable and efficient 
compared to conventional options like coal and natural gas. And in a pretty ironic twist, physical 
climate hazards are adding further challenges into the mix, making it trickier to rely on low-emission 
power sources that would help to actually mitigate climate change in the first place.  

Siyao He  
  
Climate change are actually adding pressures. First, the rising energy demand. Electricity need during 
hot summer days or cold winter days are much higher. And then, on the supply side, again, extreme 
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weather and climate hazard, making it harder to maintain the power generation. Solar and wind energy 
very much rely on weather conditions. PV cells are also sensitive to temperature. Extreme heat or river 
flows can affect hydropower. And even when we talk about thermal power, it is also becoming less 
efficient during hot days, because coal power plants needs water to cool the steam in the generators, 
and the higher cooling water temperature will reduce the overall efficiency.  
  
And finally, even on the grid system, the electricity transmission lines are also less efficient due to 
higher resistive losses. So, basically, there are several challenges for renewable energy to expand. And 
I think physical risks are bringing challenges in the same three aspects, so the energy supply, the 
energy demand and also the grid system.  

SK Kim  
  
So, the outputs from renewable energy have direct relationships to the weather: sunlight and wind 
drive solar PV cells and massive wind turbines, and hydro installations in the southern part of China 
rely on flowing rivers and mega dams, both of which have suffered under prolonged drought 
conditions.  
  
As China's government saw a heatwave depleting hydropower reserves, the government increased 
coal power supplies to prepare for peak electricity demand season. Our own data shows us how 
climate change might worsen these types of challenges. Projecting forward under a three-degree 
warming scenario, more than 80% of southern China will be at risk from extreme heat, and 22% from 
fluvial flooding, which is how we come to our third and final piece.  
  
To recap where we are up to, China's emissions are decreasing. If economic activity does pick up, it 
doesn't necessarily mean that a scaling up of emissions is a given. Policy support for renewables, and 
companies leaning into their opportunities, could help decouple energy demand from emissions.  
  
But rolling out wide-scale renewable energy will not be without its challenges. Siyao touched on some 
of the efficiency challenges, but in this final piece, we come back to Cody to talk about coal.   
  
For climate-focused investors, shifting away from coal power tends to hang out near the top of their 
priority list. For China, as per many developing markets, coal remains a key contributor to the overall 
energy mix. Our data shows that emerging market utilities increased their coal-fired capacity by over 
45% between 2015 and 2022.  
  
And power companies in the MSCI China Index still had development plans for approximately 55,000 
megawatts of new coal power capacity. That will be a 13% increase on 2022's installed thermal coal 
capacity. And even as new coal power plants are being built, the average age of coal power plants in 
China is only 13 years. For comparison, the average of European coal power plants is 34, and in the 
US, it's 41. So, unless there is a drastic policy shift, it looks like coal is destined to be a long-lasting 
contributor to China's energy mix.  
  
For investors, that will matter. Coal power in China will ripple through into many global supply chains. 
For some, there's an increasingly harder line being drawn between their investments and fossil fuel. 
For others though, this is not just a binary yes or no, but a more nuanced question about how 
economies can transition away from emission-intensive activities. And as Cody explains, chipping 
away at China's reliance on coal is going to be a complex task.  
  

Cody Dong  
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There are two angles I want to talk about, energy stability and social stability. Back in 2021, China 
faced a very notable electricity shortage during the summer peak season and downstream 
manufacturing was severely affected. I think this is a lesson learned, and that's why we see more 
supply of coal from the mining sector, more addition of coal power plants in recent years.  
  
So, energy stability is key to ensure the economy runs smoothly. Though some analysts predicted that 
China will reach peak emissions soon because of the economic slowdown and many power-hungry 
sectors like steel, cement and aluminum are under pressure due to the real estate sector weakness. 
But the economy is cyclical. The Chinese economy may pick up. And on top of that, we have seen 
more and more extreme heat and unusually hot summers. So, rising energy demand in the short-term 
will inevitably cause for more coal consumption.  
  
Renewable energy sources may not be able to meet all of the incremental demand. So, before the 
2030 government target for peak emissions, I think in the short-term, there will be some fluctuations 
of emission levels. And though we are reaching a climate inflection point, the real large and 
meaningful reduction of emission may likely take some time.  
  
The other stability I want to briefly touch on is the social stability side, which is surprisingly not a topic 
very much discussed in China. This relates to “Just Transition.” We're looking at more than 10 million 
fossil fuel related jobs in China. The potential loss of employment will create some headaches. If you 
look at where solar, wind and hydro energies are abundant, and where fossil fuel related companies 
are located, these locations don't perfectly match. So, there will be jobs affected. I would say the 
speed of coal phase down, and emission reduction will also be influenced by the need to ensure social 
stability.  
  
SK Kim  
  
So, at the start of this episode, we asked if China had hit peak emissions and whether 2024 was going 
to be an inflection point, and well, maybe. But also, maybe not. Things are delicately poised and 
investors will be keeping tabs on many moving pieces. As these macro trends move through China's 
economy, companies may end up seeing big changes to both their risk landscape, but also their 
opportunity set. Decarbonizing value chains may offer competitive advantages, and those companies 
that can capitalize on demands for clean energy could see that translating into revenue growth.  
  
At a much broader level, it's clear that there is momentum to both accelerate clean energy 
development and uptake, but also to retain coal-fired power sources. Balancing emission reduction 
efforts with economic growth is going to be tricky, and moving decisively in either direction will have 
widespread implications globally for climate change, but also for China's population and its economy.  
  
And that's where we will end things for this week. A special thanks to Cody and Siyao for their takes on 
the news with an ESG twist, and hooray for me for hosting this first episode. I'm definitely looking 
forward to some more in the near future, so do stay tuned. I'm also supposed to plug the show now, so 
if you like what you heard, tell a friend, tell a colleague or even your family member if you think it'll be 
interesting for them. Thanks for listening, and be sure to do the same again next week.  
  
  
The MSCI ESG Research Podcast is provided by MSCI ESG Research, LLC, a registered investment 
advisor, under the Investment Advisors Act of 1940, and a subsidiary of MSCI Inc. Except with respect 
to any applicable products or services from MSCI ESG Research, neither MSCI nor any of its products 
or services recommends, endorses, approves or otherwise expresses any opinion regarding any 
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issuer, securities, financial products or instruments, or trading strategies, and MSCI's products or 
services are not intended to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make or refrain 
from making any kind of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. The analysis 
discussed should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of any future performance, analysis, 
forecast or prediction.  
The information contained in this recording is not for reproduction in whole or in part without prior 
written permission from MSCI ESG Research. Issuers mentioned or included in any MSCI ESG 
Research materials may include MSCI Inc., clients of MSCI, or suppliers to MSCI, and may also 
purchase research or other products or services from MSCI ESG Research. MSCI ESG Research 
materials, including materials utilized in any MSCI ESG indexes or other products, have not been 
submitted to, nor received approval from, the United States Securities and Exchange Commission or 
any other regulatory body.  
The information provided here is as-is, and the user of the information assumes the entire risk of any 
use it may make, or permit to be made of the information. Thank you.  
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